
Valve Stems  

  

Valve   Description 

      

TR6   
Industrial and ATV Sizes.  This valve is a straight metal valve that is 1.16" long w/external threads 
(.305"-32) for locking the valve stem to the rim.  The valve is used with a RW1 washer and HN2 
hex nut, and it fits the .453" diameter rim hole. 

TR13   
Passenger and some light truck, industrial, and implement sizes.  This valve is a straight rubber-
covered valve that is 1.38" long.  This valve fits the .453" diameter rim hole and is limited to 
applications with a maximum cold inflation pressure of 65 psi. 

TR13CW   
Light truck, industrial, and implement sizes.  This valve is the same size as the TR13 valve but can 
have liquid fill and can be used in an application up to 150 psi.  This valve has two circular rings 
molded in the rubber just below the valve cap threads for identification. 

TR15   
Passenger and some light truck, industrial, and implement sizes.  This valve is a straight rubber-
covered valve that is 1.38" long.  This valve fits the .625" diameter rim hole and is limited to 
applications with a maximum cold inflation pressure of 65 psi. 

TR15CW   
Light truck, industrial, and implement sizes.  This valve is the same size as the TR15 valve but can 
have liquid fill and be used in applications up to 150 psi.  This valve has two circular rings molded 
in the rubber just below the cap threads for identification. 

TR70   
Mining and logging 19.5" and 22.5" sizes.  This is a straight valve that is 1.10" long with .482"-26 
threads at the base of the stem.  This valve can use liquid fill and fits the .625" rim hole. 

TR87   
Industrial sizes.  This is a straight metal valve that is 1.75" long and fits the .453" rim hole.  This 
valve is generally bent at either 60 or 90 degrees. 

TR87S   
Industrial Sizes.  This valve is identical to the TR87 valve except that it is only .97" long and is not 
bent. 

TR135   
Light truck and industrial sizes.  This valve is a rubber-covered valve that is 2.50" long.  It fits the 
.625" rim hole and is generally bent at 45 degrees. 

TR150   
Light truck and industrial sizes.  This valve is a straight rubber-covered valve that is 3.55" long.  
This valve fits the .625" diameter rim hole.  It is generally straight and is hand bendable. 

TR150CW   
Light truck and industrial sizes.  This valve is the same size as the TR150 valve but can have liquid 
fill.  The valve has two circular rings molded in the rubber just below the cap threads for 
identification. 

TR300   
Tubeless truck sizes in 14.5", 17.5", 19.5", 22.5", and 24.5" rim sizes.  This is a straight valve that 
is 1.97" long with a partially rubber-covered stem.  It fits the .625" rim hole and can be used with 
liquid fill. 



TR440-
445 

  

Truck, light truck, and industrial sizes.  These are the standard metal truck valves.  These valves 
are generously used with flaps and rims with valve slots but will fit the .453 rim hole and are 
generally bent at 85 degrees.  They come in various lengths.  This is the latest series of truck 
valves which replace the TR75A and TR460 series.  Liquid fill can be used with these valves. See 
chart below for valve equivalancies.  

TR1337   
Industrial sizes.  This is a metal stem valve that is 2.45" long.  This valve will fit the .625" rim hole 
and can be used with liquid fill.  This valve is generally bent at 85 degrees with .482"-26 threads at 
the base of the stem. 

TR218A   
Rear farm and implement sizes.  This is the standard rear farm valve with a removable TRCH3 core 
housing for liquid fill.  This valve will fit the .625" rim hole and is 4.63" long.  The external threads 
are .482"-26 and will accept the TR LN10 Rim Nut. 

TR220A   
Grader sizes.  This valve is identical to the TR218A valve except that it is longer (2.00").  It has a 
removable TRCH3 core housing for liquid fill and will fit the .625" rim hole.  The external threads 
are .486"-26 and will accept the TR LN10 Rim Nut. 

TRSP1000   
Heavy truck and off-the-road sizes.  This is the spud used with the large bore screw on valves 
(J1175C).  This spud can also be used with a TRAD4 Spud Adapter and tubeless bore screw on rim 
valves.  It can also be used with liquid fill and fits the .812" rim hole. 

TRJ1175C   
Heavy truck and off-the-road sizes.  This is a large bore screw-on metal valve used with the 
SP1000 spud.  It is bent at 88 degrees with a bent length of 4.13".  This valve can be used with 
liquid fill.  

  

TR440 Series TR460 Series TR75A Series Bent Length 

440 460 75A 3.0" 

441 461 177A 3.7" 

442 462 77A 4.1" 

443 463 175A 4.5" 

444 464 78A 5.1" 

445 465 179A 5.7" 
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